Common carotid artery dissection is an unusual clinical event that most commonly occurs secondary to type A aortic dissection. We present a rare case of spontaneous common carotid artery dissection temporally preceding aortic dissection. Our case highlights the careful attention that cases of common carotid dissection should be given; our knowledge base regarding their natural history and evidence-based management is distinctly lacking compared to dissection of other cervical vessels. It also demonstrates the importance of imaging the entire aorta at the time of, a seemingly isolated, common carotid dissection to exclude other potential synchronous dissections.
Introduction
Extracranial internal carotid or vertebral artery dissection is a relatively common and well described cause of ischaemic stroke, particularly in young stroke patients [1] . Isolated common carotid artery dissection however, is rarely encountered and is infrequently described in the medical literature. In this case, we describe how common carotid dissection may precede aortic dissection. Our case highlights the importance of recognizing the distinct features, both radiological and clinical, of common carotid artery dissection, and of being aware that its clinical course may be complicated by further episodes of major arterial vessel dissection. subsequently medically managed with therapeutic anticoagulation. He was discharged home 10 days later and was well at that time.
He represented to ED 3 weeks later with acute onset aphasia, visual disturbance, and mild abdominal pain. At this time, an urgent CT angiogram intracranial and extracranial carotid arteries ( Fig 3 ) demonstrated bilateral CCAD with evidence of aortic arch dissection. Subsequent CT angiogram aorta whole ( Fig 4 a-d ) demonstrated a large aortic dissection (Stanford type A) arising from the aortic bulb and extending to the aortic arch, descending aorta, abdominal aorta, bilateral common iliac arteries, and the right internal iliac artery.
The patient was taken urgently to the operating theatre for surgical aortic arch repair but suffered a cardiac arrest at the time of anesthesia induction and died. The final diagnosis was retrograde extension of CCAD into the aortic arch.
Discussion
In contrast to internal carotid artery dissection, spontaneous CCAD is a rare and unusual clinical event. This is due to the distinct morphological differences between the muscular wall of the ICA and the elastic wall of the CCA [2] . Schwartz et al [1] in a review of 8800 ischemic stroke patients found 177 patients who had an extracranial internal carotid artery or vertebral artery dissection, but no cases of CCAD. In our case the CCAD preceded the Type A aortic dissection by 3 weeks. The first case description of retrograde extension of a CCAD was documented by Yoshioka et al in 2011 [3] . In their case the time gap between common carotid dissection and aortic dissection was 3 months. No evidence-based guidance exists regarding the management and follow-up imaging of spontaneous CCAD.
Regarding CCAD imaging; Provenzale et al [4] demonstrated that the specificity and sensitivity of CTA and MR techniques for the diagnosis of carotid artery dissections is relatively similar. CTA is a readily available technique allowing rapid acute dissection diagnosis. On discharge from his initial admission, our patient was scheduled for follow-up MR imaging to assess lumen recanalization and intimal healing at 3 months.
In this case the original dissection extended almost to the ostia of the left common carotid artery; this may have been a risk factor for his subsequent, more extensive, aortic dissection. While we cannot say if it was possible to predict our patient's subsequent type A aortic dissection, our experience demonstrates the importance of including the aortic arch down to the aortic bulb at a minimum in the imaging of CCAD. We further recommend that given its rarity and poorly understood natural progression, it may be beneficial to image the entire aorta with CTA to fully exclude other synchronous aortic dissections. 
